

	
		
			

				
					

English, Math, Statistics Crash Courses







QUICK SUMMARY




Math Academia is here to educate, motivate, and provide each student with the right tools to get ahead.
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	Students who receive tutoring at Math Academia develop an appreciation for math, science, and english as well as the necessary skills in advancing their abilities in the subject.
	We offer an extensive selection of math and english courses for all level.
	Math Academia is dedicated to empowering students to excel academically.
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	Mathematics is the foundation for the numerous advances in today's world, and an integral part of a student's education.
	We at Math Academia strive to enrich each student's scholastic proficiency.
	By improving their knowledge, students can gain the aptitude and discipline to succeed in their overall education.
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	In addition to mathematics, Math Academia is also developing a program tailored specifically to improve students' performance in English classes. A good command of written and oral English language is an essential skill for all students.
	Our technique at Math Academia is to work with students' individual needs in order to ensure the achievement of their educational goals.
	Tutors closely monitor a student's progress and encourage the student to strive to his or her fullest potential.







Start your classes with us today




Start now
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OUR SERVICES




Our Learning Center
Provides The Following Services:







Math Courses:





 
I. Grades 1 TO 12

	Basic Mathematics
	Pre-Algebra
	Algebra I
	Algebra II
	Math Analysis
	Trigonometry
	AB Calculus
	BC Calculus
	AP Calculus
	Regular and AP Statistics.






 
II. College Levels

	Elementary Algebra
	Intermediate Algebra
	College Algebra
	Mathematics for Social Sciences
	Trigonometry
	Precalculus
	Calculus I
	Calculus II
	Calculus III
	Business Calculus
	Statistics
	Differential Equations
	Linear Algebra













English Courses:





 
Public Speaking

	Persuasive Speech
	Informative Speech
	Entertainment Speech
	Stimulating Speech
	Demonstrative Speech


Job Search Workshops

	Resume Writing
	Cover Letters
	Interview Skills


Writing Skills Workshops

	Basic Sentence Structure
	Punctuation
	Paragraph Common Sense
	Business Letters
	Business Memos
	Email
	Internet / Social Media
	Benefits / Dangers






 
Motivational Workshops

	For Teens
	For Adults


TOEFL

	English Competency Training


English

	Improve writing skills
	Develop and improve reading comprehension
	Prepare students for quizzes and tests given in their English classes
	Ensure students complete all homework assignments














EDUCATIONAL PACKAGE PLANS




Math Academia offers Educational Packages
 to best fit each student’s needs. Regardless of which Package you choose, our team of excellent tutors will ensure the proper tutoring service and guidance to help each student understand the material
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Package A
$40per hour


Private Tutoring: Grades 1 to 5
	Each student is required to attend a minimum of 1 or 2 hour(s) of private (one-on-one) tutoring session each week based on a scheduled time.
	(Minimum of 10 hours paid in advance)
	*If a student desires to change to 3 hours per week, the tuition rate will change to $38.00 per hour.
	15 and 20 hours packages are also available.
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 Package B
$50per hour


Private Tutoring
	Each student is required to attend at least 1 hour of private (one-on-one) tutoring session each week based on a scheduled time.
	(Minimum of 10 hours paid in advance)
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Package C
$40 to $50per hour


Emergency Tutoring (less than 5 hours)
	Private Tutoring less than five hours. $55 per hour
	Tutoring for two or more students $40 per hour
	Advanced Courses: Statistics, Pre-Calculus, Calculus I, II, III, Linear Algebra and Differential Equations. $55 per hour
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Package D
$25.00 to $35per hour


Group Private Tutoring (2 or more students)
	Group tutoring will provide assistance and guidance to help the students understand the material in their current math level and exceed to the next level.
	$35 per hour will be charged for higher level math courses including Statistics, Trigonometry, Pre-Calculus, Calculus I, II and III, Linear Algebra and Differential Equations.
	(Minimum of 10 hours paid in advance)
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Package E 
$350per month


Teaching and Tutoring in Group Formation (Our After-School Program)
	All subjects
	Extra Private Tutoring Is available at the rate of $30.00 per hour
	Each student will be placed in a group based on their current level and grade. Our team of excellent tutors will ensure the proper tutoring service and guidance to help each student understand the material and finish their homework in all courses. (Up to four hours per week). This package is recommended for 2nd to 9th grade students.










NOTE: ONLINE TUTORING IS AVAILABLE FOR ALL PACKAGES
	** All tuition must be paid in advance of scheduled classes.
	*** No refunds. Credit for classes will be issued and remain effective for one year.
















OUR TESTIMONIALS




What our students saying about Math Academia
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Great communication and service !
The owner, Violet, is very efficient.
Love Ms.Nelli, because of her my daughter has high grades in school and gained a lot of confidence.
We switched from math to English for this semester to improve her writing  skills.
Will highly recommend it to friends and family!



Ernest S.
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They have helped me go from barely understanding Statistics to passing my final with ease in a matter of a few session. This place works wonders highly recommend to anyone at any level of mathematics.



Sandy S.
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It's absolutely necessary that I write this review 10 years after being tutored as a high school student at Math Academia in 2008.

I was struggling with algebra 2 in high school, and my teacher Mr. George recommended I go to Math Academia to improve on my weaknesses.

I would go to tutoring twice a week and sit there with my tutor Ara and Armen for 2 hours to learn new material. They made me do 100s of algebra problems, one after another at the end of the tutoring session. I maxed out on repetitions.

Fast forward 10 years later, I am now a financial advisor/daytrader with mathematics, especially algebra being a great strength of mine. Percentages, square roots, order of operations and multiplication became embedded in my mind.  My brain is now wired to crunch algebraic problems like they're nothing. People are surprised at how I can calculate percentages effortlessly through mental math.

If you're a parent looking to send your child somewhere safe, well organized, and effective, this is the place.

I want to thank everyone at Math Academia for instilling strong algebraic skills within me. As I got older and learned the compound interest formula, my life changed. If it wasn't for Math Academia I wouldn't have had the proper foundation to calculate such a complex formula years later.

I am now working in the money culture, but the only thing that drives me to do what I do is to make sure that all the numbers make logical sense, and the challenge of solving complex mathematical problems daily.

So when your children say "when am I ever gonna use algebra?", you can show them this review. Algebra has become the most instrumental tool of my life.

Thank you to everyone at Math Academia 2008. You've changed my life in ways you'll never imagine. This review will give you chills.

God bless!!!



Edgar H.
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Nice place! They are very knowledgable. Our tutor was wonderful!
A day before I had a tutor (from a different place) that was all over the book, reading the examples and then explaining what it meant.  I can do that too! I said to myself.
But, after coming here I had a great tutor that who did not had to loose time having to understand the equation b/c she knew it by heart (of course she had to look up the formula, since she was tutoring Geometry: as you know is all about formulas).... BUT did not spend much time reading the book trying to understand it. They do charge $35 per hour I stayed 4 but it was worth it.
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After a lot of research on Yelp, we settled on Math Academia as our son's tutoring solution. Math was giving him a lot of trouble in school and his grades on tests were D's and F's. The fact that schools use common core now did not help. Ara met with us (both parents and our son) and got to know us. He also provided the first lesson for free so that we knew what to expect in theory and in practice. His method always maintained a focus on our son and his comfort with math. Our son's grades are now A's and B's and his self esteem was lifted in addition to his grades. We definitely recommend Math Academia to anyone needing focused and personalized help.  Thank you Math Academia!



Robert M.
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I am a 46 year old full time employee who decided to change career (call it midlife crisis! :)). Few years ago,  I returned to school and began taking classes in a local Community College. I am currently completing the basic 60 units requirements so I can transfer to a University and complete my BA degree.  Just like a lot of folks, Math is not my friend. This Spring semester,  I had to enroll in a Statistics class.  I now have to face my greatest nightmare! I barely passed my intermediate Algebra a year ago. I was definitely having panic attacks.  I called on my savior/tutor named Ara from Math Academia who tutored me on my Algebra class a year ago.  He worked real hard to find me a tutor that could help me.  Before Math Academia, my grades were  "Cs".  Since my tutoring at Math Academia, my grades have slowly gone up and in the last couple of tests, I managed to pull "As" .  Mind you, you also need to put up some hours of homework and continuous practice of solving Math problems to hone your skills.  I could never have managed to survive this Stat class without Math Academia.  Ara, Thank you for not giving up on me!
I knew I had it in me because I was very willing to put up the hours that was required of me but without the guidance and tutoring, I could not have managed. Again, I am forever grateful to you, Robert and your staff. Best of Luck to you, Robert and Math Academia!



Pat P.
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Very good place to go for math tutoring for all ages from elementary school to college level math.



Fay B.












Don’t wait and start
your courses with us today



 


Start Here






Call us today to connect with a top Math tutor: 818-244-4488









				

				
			

		


	
	
		
		





























